Ethical Capabilities and Critical and Creative Thinking

Bonnie Zuidland, Eastern Hub Coordinator for the Ethical Capabilities Project, in collaboration with the Dandenong Ranges Network and the Department of Education presents:

PL – Teaching the Victorian Curriculum’s Ethical Capabilities and Critical and Creative Thinking through the model of Community of Inquiry

Monday 31st October – Full Day PL (Upwey HS)
Friday 18th November – Full Day PL (TBC)
Tuesday 13th December – Full Day PL (TBC)

SESSION OUTLINE:
You are invited to a professional learning session presented by Ethical Capabilities Project. The presentation will include:

a. An introduction to the new curriculum with a focus on Ethical Capabilities and Critical and Creative Thinking, including an explanation and exploration of the ethical concepts
b. Tools for implementing and assessing the curriculum
c. An opportunity to sign up for further profession development
d. Be amongst the first to test ‘Toolkits’ in development

This Professional Development opportunity is FREE, supported by the SPP, and spaces are limited to 14 educators per session.
To book your place now complete the booking form and email to Bonnie Zuidland – zui@upweyhs.vic.edu.au

About the presenter: Bonnie Zuidland:
Bonnie is a Lead Teacher at Upwey HS. She has been teaching Philosophy for over 10 years. Her practice has evolved over the years to use the pedagogical practice of Community of Inquiry. She has been teaching educators this method for several years and more recently engaged in train the trainer.

TESTIMONIAL:
“Bonnie made it much clearer to me how much philosophical discussion is involved in sorting ideas”.

Bonnie Zuidland
Ethical Capabilities Eastern Hub Coordinator
Upwey High School
School – 9754 2838; Direct Line – 9757 8611
zui@upweyhs.vic.edu.au

“VAPS acknowledges the support of the Department of Education and Training through the Strategic Partnerships Program.”
Ethical Capabilities Professional Development Booking form

Please complete this form and return via email to Bonnie Zuidland—zui@upweyhs.vic.edu.au

Name: ______________________

School: ____________________

School Address: ____________________________

__________________________________________

Teaching Level: _______________

Positions/Roles: _______________

Email: _______________________

Mobile: ______________________

Dietary Requirements: ____________________________

*Morning Tea and a light lunch will be provided

Preferred date:

☐ Monday 31st October – Full Day PL (Upwey HS)

☐ Friday 18th November – Full Day PL (TBC)

Note: Location will be either Upwey HS or a regional school (Healesville)

☐ Tuesday 13th December – Full Day PL (TBC)

Note: Location will be either Upwey HS or a regional school (Healesville)